
Techniques and Tools for
Planning Layout

i. Introduction to Techniques for Analysing Material'Flow 2. Assembly Chart 3. Operation Process Chart 4. Multi-Proc€ss Chart

-<. Flow Process Chart 6. Flow Diagram 7. Man-Machine Chart 8. Two tlanded Process chart 9. String Diagram 10- Travel Chart

t1. Visualising layout 12. Drafting and Sketching 13. Template and Block 14. Models (Three Dimensional).

5.1. INTRODUCTION TO TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSING MATERIAL FLOW

There are many commonly used techniques that are helpful in the flow planning process.

Some are peculiarly useful to plant layout, some are useful in material handling phase, some

:f which are borrowed from the freld of motion economy and work simplification. Although
most of the techniques were originally devised for analytical purposes, they are also useful
:n the planning process. The common techniques are :

1.

?,
Do.

Assembly chart.
Operation process chart.

Multi product process chart.

Flow process chart

Flow diagram.
Man machine chart.
Two handed process chart.

String diagram.
Travel chart.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Since it is obvious that not all the techniques are useful in every type of facility layout
:r:ject, it will be seen that most of them are equally useful in either the planning of a new

:r:ject; or the analysis of an existing one or modification or extention of an existing one.

All the techniques often require a lot of detail work to make an accurate record of all
:;€ moves in all the processes. They also require the gathering of many different kinds of
sr'3 on the several aspects of each move, such as the route over which the move is made,
':,e volume, the distarrces travelled; the frequency with which the move is mad6, the rate

r: s'hich the items travel, and the costs of the rn.ove.

The techniques help to
(o) Shorten project time.
(b) Reduce capital and operating costs.
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(c) Ensure effrcient maintenance.
(d) Ensure eflicient construction.
(e) Predict correct initial planning.

f) Reduce alteration.

Ql) Improve quality of design.
(A) Proper use of technical manpower.
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Plug Assemblts Drawing

5.1.1 Assembly Chart :

An assembly chart shows graphically how the parts of manufacturing product combine
or go together to make up subassemblies and completed assemblies. It shows what parts make
up each subassembly and gives the order or sequence in which the parts go together. An
assemhly chart shows the following things in an easily understandable manner:

(o) What components make up the product.
(b) Relationships between parts.
(c) Sequence in which the components are assembled.
(d) A preliminary idea of materials flow.
Fig' 5'1 shows a plug assembly drawing and Fig. 5.2 shows the assembly chart for the

plug assembly.

5.1.2 Arr Operation Proeess Chart :

As operation process chart is an extension of the assembly chart. In addition to showing
in greater detail the assembly of parts it also shows in a graphical way and chronological
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ment, manpower etc.
(iu) Raising question about a process.

(d) Familiarizes an analyst intimately with the process.
(e) Forms a basis for cost determination.
A Forms a basis for comparison of alternative methods.
How an operation process chart helps to develop an outline of a layout can readily be

m'rc from the Fig. 5.3(o) and (b). Note the great similarity between the chart and the layout,
tu right hand side of the chart is praetically the production-line layout; the horizontal material
JlEes on the chart become delivery racks or conveyors feeding material to the final line and
tse charting of the operations for the other components represents the subassembly.

The operation process chart is useful in layout work because it encourages an overall
qr( svstematic view of a manufacturing process. If the process is complex, the overall view
- - be quite confusing without the aid of such a technique. It must be pointed out that process
arl-is do not provide any solutions in themselves but rather they require an anal5rticaiability
rd :can to put them to good use.

It can be seen from the operation process chart that a definite flow pattern is begining

"r -t up' In fact with a little imagination, the layout will begin to form itself in the mind
rr-:i:e facility designer. He can see which parts will present biggest planning ploblem and
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Retaining Ring to
Air Outlet

lnspect

Assemble Oxygen
Valve Probe to
Plug Housing

Cover Air Outiet
Flug with Cap
Plug

Final lnspection

Assembly Chart for Plug Assembly
Fig.6.2
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which will be less important. If additional information is charted on each operation the chart
will then indicate where the most equipments will be concentrated. The ehart also points
out which parts are closely related to each other and should therefore be fabricated in adjacent
ereas and stored where subassemblies are desirable.

5.1.3 Multi produet proeess chart
A multi product process chart is used to conveniently combine the operation process

charts for more than one product. A sample multi product process chart is shown in
Fig. 5.4.

Multiproduct Process Chart for Five Products
Fig.6.4
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Chart No. Sheet No

Product
Case of BX 487 Tee-pieces (10 per case in cartons) OPERATION O

TRANSPORT =DELAY D
INSPECTION tr
STORAGE V

ACTMIY : Receive, check, irispect and number
tee-piaces and store in case

METHOD: PRESENI

LOCATION : Receiving Dept.
DTSTANCE (ft.)

OPERATTORS(S): CLoCK No.
See remarks Column

CHARTED BY : C.C. DATE : 4.11.88

APPROVED BY: T.H. DATE : 5.11.88 Rs 32.40

Lift from truck: place on inclined plane

Slide to storage md stock

Remove lid and take out delivery note

Truck to reception bench

Place case on bench

Take cartons from cme : open: check

[-oad case on hmd truck

Truck to iropection bench

Remove tee-places from cme md cartom:

Withdraw tee-pieces from case and cartons:

number on bench and rcplace

Ca;e on truck

Transporl to distribution point

t'.
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5 5 shossFlow Process Chart: Inspecting and Marklng Incoming Parts
Fig. 5.5
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SCALES

UNPACKING SPACE

o 1i

PABTITION

h! !l
In
[_-]'-'Ll

ffi{l
Flow Dlagrem-Inspectlng and Marking Incomlng parts

Ftg. 5.6
5.1.4 Flow Process Chart
Flow process chart is similar to operation process chart. They represent graphically

'-1e sequence of all operations, inspections, transportation, storage and delays occuring
:;:-ing a process or procedure.

Flow process chart is used as a tool of analysis for eliminating the hidden cost of a
::mponent. Since the flow chart clearly shows all transportation, delays and storage it is
--elpful in reducing either the quantity or duration of these elements.

Flow process chart provides an important basis for revising an existing layout. The
::art is also used to check the efficiency of a proposed flow plan for a new ptant tayout.r€. 5.5 shows a flow process chart for inspecting-and marking incoming p"it".
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o
Fig. 5.7 Flow Diagram of Related Groups of Operations'
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5.1.5 Flow Diagram
Although flow process chart gives most of the pertinent information related to a

manufacturing process, it does not show a pictorial plan of the work area indicating the
correct positions of machines and working positions. The best way to provide this
information is to take an existing drawing of the plant layout and trace the movement of
the material from one activity to another. nA flow diagram consists of the flow lines
superimposed on the floor plan of the area under study,.

While constructing the flow diagram the analyst should identify each activity by
symbols and numbers corresponding to those appearing on flow process chart. The direction
of flow is indicated by placing small arrows periodically along the flow lines. If it is desirable
to show the flow of more than one part then different colours can be used for each part.

The anaiysis of flow diagram will show where long handling; bottlenecks and confusion
exists in the present arrangement and where production operations and service activities
are iocated in essence. The flow diagram checks ttre effectiveness of the overall
arrangement of plant activities for material handling and suggests where revision can be
made. Through this analysis the engineer can determine whictr work centres, assembly
areas, store-rooms, inspection cribs, locker rooms etc. can be relocated to attain economy
rn handling. Fig. 5'6 shows a flow diagram for inspection making incoming parts and
Fig. 5.7 shows flow diagram of some related group of operations.
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5.1.6 Man-Machine Chart

Man-Machine chart is usefui in analysing the man-machine relationships
especially when more than one machines are being supervised. by one operator. The
chart helps to find the number of machines each operator can operate efficiently and
also the utilisation factor of the machine. Man-machine chart is a graphical
representation of the co-ordinated activities of man and machine described in terms of
independent work, combined work and wait. Fig. 5.8 shows a man-machine chart analysis
of multi machine assignment. The duration of the activities is represented by bars drawn
to length against a time scale.

5.1.7 T\vo Handed Process Chart
A two handed process chart is the most detailed type of flow process charts in which

the activities of the worker's hands are recorded in relation to one another. Unlike the
previous recording methods, the two handed process chart is normally confined to work
carried out at a single place. The ordinary symbols are used except that inspection is omitted
because the hand movements when inspecting an article may be classified an "Operation",
and the symbol "storage" is taken as "hold". The two handed process chart can be applied
to a great variety ofassembly, machiningand elerical jobs. It is eommonly used for repeti[ive
or short operations. Fig. 5.9 shows a two handed proeess chart for the assembly of a nut
and bolt.

5.1.8 Strihg Diagram
There are many occasions during working periods when thefe is no fixed sequence of

events and workers have to move at irregular intervals between number ofpoints in the working
area with or without material. Such situations where flow diagram does not work can be
easily studied with the help of diagram known as ,,String Diagram,,.

The String Diagram as shown in Fig. 5.10 is a scale plan or model on which length
of string is used to record the extent as well as the pattern of movement of worker. Although
it can be used in places where movement is a simple backward and forward one between
two or three frxed points. It is more useful where the journeys are so irregular in distances
and frequencies that it would otherwise be difficult to see exactly what is happening.

The string diagram in effect is a flow diagram in which the movement of the workr rs
is given priority over the flow of materials.

One of the most valuable features of the string diagram is the way it enables the actual
distance travelled during the period ofstudy to be caleulated by relating the length ofthread
used to the scale of drawing. Thus it is possible to make a very effective comparison between
different layouts or methods of doing a job in terms of the amount of travelling involved.

If it is required to make several studies of the same task or equipment on different
occasions, each diagram may be photographed as soon as it is completed. After other relevarrt
informations have been obtained the string can be removed and the layout is ready for use
with the next study.
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Theprincipalusesofstringdiagramaretoinvestigatemovementsinthefollowing
circumstances :

lfl #ff:;"::ilrl".L"J'lll*;o,r, several machines in an irregular sequence controlled b1'

tht dtili"l"tt:::*:"*n.r. 
several sub-assembries have to be moved to another assemblv'

@ where proll""-.r""essitates the worker moving from one work place to another'

5.1.9 Travel Chart
Whenmultiplemovementsalongwithcomplexnath;Sreinvolvedatravelchartisal
,andquick.,*.tnoi'io"ffi ;il:;JJ;H;;;*":;.:*3'HJ;','""i""if, 

"'""*:ffi:'rilXn':5'"'rU;X11JJ i"lll,iilli?;so that it mav become readabre to the user

A travei chart is a tabular reccrd for presentl"? ry1:t:t::.i"1";31:'"tl:"T"";"il#A travei chart is a tabular recerLt rur Prsee*-"'D a---- ' ,d of time-
of workers or materials between " ,rrr*b"r'of work locations over a given perto

Travel charting points out graphielllv the t""5::::'^t:,:,t"T:t-'-1':l f#[]'ff15
o""nJllil'lJ}lt'tri"H5#:,trtTil;.1'J"ff;.;;;";g"rattention*"ro',ri,'l]"1
rravel charting makes it possible t" *"t';i; ;;;";l'^1ifl::'::t*"i:1'.*ilr*", **,
rffi lJHi'i:1fr'*:"'i*Ti:[:,iffi Hi:frJiliFrrr."-Jth'*o""ment.of materi

and the location aof different dgngtment":i'il+i'];*T:::".n1*:,:*:;"J;fl'1ru:";
:*'I:H:1'#::"":tiff i:Tff 11ilT;T";#;";=ff ffi;;;-ilr'a,'ati"gormaterialand
shorten the manufacturing cYcle'

The followirrg typ"" of iorul charts as shown in Fig. 5'11 are in common use :

(a) Travel ChaJ showing distances between departments'

(b) Travel Chart showing material handling trips per day'

(c) Travel Chart showing material handling cost per day'

I nspqcti
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(o) hom'to chart showlng 'llstances between departments, (b) From-to chart ehowlng the number ofmaterlal handling trtps per day, (c) From-to chart showing malertal.handltng coit pen day.Ihege cogts reflect the distance travelled quagtity moved,-and transportation charge rate.

As indicated in the figures the numbers in the cells can represent other values thanjust the number of moves which makes a travel chart considerably more useful.
The travel cha-rts help in planning a better plant layout. They show the frequency of

movements and the departments having mone movements from one to another 
""., 

b" placed
near to each other so that it reduces the cost of material handling as rvell as minimises the
unnecessary movement of the workers between the departments.

Tlavel charts have been found to be useful also in :

1. Selling the layout.
2. Analyzing material movement.
3. Developing departmental block plans.
4. Developing detailed layout arrangements.
5. Evaluating layout aiternatives.
6. Demonstrating the dependency of one area upon another.
7. Improving the use of floor space.
8. Showing the interrelationship of product lines.

52. VISUALISING LAYOUT

. - Th" techniques like operation process chart, flow process chart and flow diagrams are
helpful for the preparation of layout, to get an impression about the fipes of equipment and
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machinery rhat vrould be used, the physical movement of the inaterial through the plant and

for developing the arrangement of theie physical facilities. However, in giving the final shape

to layout, it L import".r-t fo" the layout engineer to visualise how the layout will look like,

ho* irr"i, actual up""" will be o""rpi"d,ho* it i" going to work ? Before the plan is installed,

the proposed layout should be reproduced on a smaller scale so that the plans could be seen

and understocd easily by the others. The reproduction will help in discussing the thinp with
others and improve tL" ihings. The checking by seeing with the help of visualisir-g techniques

will help in bringing the layout to suit the ideal situation, change and adjust the arrangement

which ii still on paper stage. It helps to point out the mistakes in the layout, improve the

equipment without "ostinglnythinj. 
tt is far easier to correct mistakes on Paper than after

the machinery and.q.rip*.rt has been installed. Visualisation helps in eliminating the cost

of relayout aiter the machines are installed. The ways of visualisation are:

1. Drafting and Sketching.

2. Templates and Blocks (Two dimensions)'

3. Models (Three dimensions).

5.2.1 Drafting and Sketching
Although in recent years the use of templates and models has become very popular

for developin! ttre layouts, the use of the conventional drafting methods is still very helpful

and advisable-. They are the simplest way of clarifring the arrangement of space and facilities'

The technique is very suitable when layout is not big and it is expected that the acceptable

solutidn will be arrived after the considb'ration of two or three alternatives. However, in a
large scale project, where, many possible alternatives have to be considered the drafting
tecf,nique iu "ot 

advisable for the visqalisation of those alternatives, as it will be difficult
to visullise and is more expensive to change once the drafting is over.

The technique is used widely and is more common as these are ready made, easily

altered and are le"u uxp"rrsive. It is easier to reproduce the copies of the drawings and easier

to carry them from place to place in the sameplant or to distant locations. It can be kept

as a record very conveniently and referred to later on at any time.

If some alterations are to be done, the same drawing can be used by sketching the moved

equipment in colours and leaving the unremoved or unchanged facilities uncoloured on the

drawings.
For improving the visualisation of drawings different colours can be used to represent

different kinds of fa-cilities as machinery (salmon), handling equipment (yellow), storage rack

(red) etc. Coloure.C lines can be helpful fo, ".u"" 
outline or for flow path of different products'

Figure 5.12 shows a typical plant layout drawing.

5.2.2.Template and Block (Two dimensional)

Template is a seale representation, standard scale being 1 : 50 of a physical object' The

object *"y b. any machine, material handling equipment storage area or even a worker'

Tli. "."* ,.qri*.d by these objectives may be cut to scale from a heavy sheet, bristol bnard'

plywood or other fibre which must be durable.

Templates are most valuable in actually putting together a reproduction of a proposed

layout. Templates have two main values for the layout work, first is the flexibility and the

ease ofchanging the layout for s. better one on the board, and the second is the ease ofvisualing
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Area Block TemPlet
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Jrrlt R.., TemPlet

Machine Block Temple
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c Dimensional TemPlet
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the layout. The flexibility of changing the templates makes it possible to consider a large

number of different alteinative pJpp"*lu ,t "."iy by arranging the templates on the board'

conventional drafting method is definitely limited in this respect.

There are many kinds of templates and can be used in many ways. Templates are

classifred according to t5rpe as follows :

(i) Block (rectangle dimensioned by maximum length and width of equipment)

(ii) Contour (projection of equipment on floor to scale)'

(iii) clearance contour (colour templets with clearance for movable part')

.FewtypesoftemplatesforlayoutplanningareshowninFig.S.lS.
' In reality two dimensional templates present an outline drawing ofthe machines showing

actual floorspace andclearance required. It is drawnbytracingthe maximum physical contours

in lr."..y lines. other projections'relevant to layout may be drawn in light broken lines'

Additional clearance O, tolairrg and unloading and maintenance can also be projected' These

l.mpl"t." are conducive to a Letter understanding of the layout draft'

After the templates have been arranged it is only a simple step further to check the

flow of materials by running colored stringl between the machines and the work place of

the successive operations. The resulting p"tt."t provides a guide test for the effectiveness

Strip Templet

w
Machine Work Area TemPlet
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'rf the layout. To reeord the plan, the arrangement of the templates should be photographed
before the templates are removed from the board.

5.2.3 MODELS (Three Dimensional)
The need for clear presentations of layout led to the use of three dimensional scale

models. Though drawings and template layouts are satisfactory for technical persons, three
dimension scale models, give best visualisation. The three dimensional models along with
allthe advantages of two dimensional models add depth to the layout and are useful for complex
layout and when expansive machine installations are to be made. It shows proposed plant
very clearly and it is easier for the management to visualize the proposal. Weaknesses in
the layout can be detected more easily and quickly by this method. Though the cost of the
3 Dimensionalmodels fora layoutofmoderncomplexityis somewhathigh, thebenefits obtained
through the use of these models justifr the cost.

The simplest of the models is the cubic model whose dimensions are determined by
the maximum dimensions of the full scale object, but it lacks the counter details. To get the
full advantage of the model they should be accurate and of exact shape and dimensiohs. Scale
models of most types of standard machinery and equipment plus many special machines are
available in market in various degrees of details.

Though scale models make it much simpler to visualize the things and easier to detect
mistakes in the layout, the scale models have some drawbacks, as they are not handy to
carry over the plant while installating a layout. A photographic reproduction of layout with
the models even if taken directly overhead, hides many of the details. It is also diffrcult to
put dimensions and other information on models. These difEculties can be overcome by adding
identification tap to models and photographing from more than one angle.

For exact presentation, a combination of two dimension and three dimension models
can be used. Once a floor plan with two dimensional templates is developed machine models
may be placed on exact templates.

Although templates and models help in arriving at the best alternative layout , models
and templates cannot solve the problem themselves. It is the planner who plays the most
important role. Planners can use templates or models as a tool only for checking the final
iayout, how it will look like and detect any fault in the conceived layout.
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DRAFIING BITOCX 2.DIMENSIONAL S.DIMENSIONAL COMBINATION OT

2 AND 3 DIMENSIONS

Engineering
value.

Good t*hnical
datg can be in-
cluded.

Poor, doee not
permit good vi-
sualisation of
effective ar-
rangement of
layout.

Good, makea effective
layout in hande of proli-
cientengineers. Accurate
and detailed layout.

Very gmd, mkes faster
development for effective
layout. Easy interpreta-
tion.

Best combine all the char-
acteristic of two and three
dimension models.

Cost. Low if few
changes ere
made, but much
more alterna-
tive.

First cost low,
can be made by
inexperienced
personnel.

Firet co6t high, requires
servicec of e skilled
draftamm with knowl-
edge of mechine tmls.

Cmt of model in quantity
not appraiably high than
good two dimensional
template,

Very high.

Advantagea. For two or three
alternative it is
very good.

Can be made
quickly at low
cost.

Give accurate, detaited
layout requirs les time
to produce linal layout
than drawing. Serves m
permanent reord if mde
properly. Economical
upkeep. Printe easily
produced. Flexibility per-
mite euy changes. Lay-
outa easily made and
ueed. Eliminats draft-
ing. Reduce pomibility of
errors aa compared to
block templates. Trial
layout can be printed,
al ternative arrangement
worked out compared
lwith original and remede
linto original fortrr, u6ing
Itrial layout. Printa and

lrecords the original lay-

Permits highly accurate layout to be made quiclily.
Givs full viguelisatioo of layout. Enables full vieu-
alisation of layout. Enables non-technical personnel
to study and evriluate the layout. Quickly r6arranges
to study alternative layouts. Photos of alternative
programE are shown. Only one set of models is ne-
esary to make any number of layouts. Shows over-
head details and clearance. Assums more correct
laation of each pime of equipment. Exposes desiga
errors and potential danger spots. Facilitates study
of congeated arem apecially where overhed convey-

om, pipe etc are involved. More accuratevisualisation
of space utilisation making it mier for proper ue of
building cube. Leava les plaming to the imagina-
tion. Shms plano in all planes. Aids in eelling the
project. Makc entire organisation layout conacious.

Ileducc exeutive time to study and approve. Pro-
vids a better understanding of the prctesa. Models
can be ueed indefinitely. Reduces layout and drafting
cost. Save expemive moving of equipment after in-
stallation,

Limitations. Height dimeneione are ignored or else must be write in' Does

not contain tehnicd data. De not permit my interpre-
tation of layout by non-tehnical peraonnel.

Doe not contain techni-
cal information that can
be included on templates.

None.

Disadvaotages. Difficult to be
underetood by
non-technical
Peraon.

Does not pro"
vide for accura-
cy of layout, ef-
fective or eco-
nomical ar-
rangement of
floor apace. Dif-
ffcult to visual-
ise, Requires
tracing for re-
production. In-
crmedrafting
time and cost.
Fosters enerry
discrepencies.

Diffrcult to obtain copies
unlese template repro-
duction is made. Doc not
carry the engineering
information provided by
thetwodimeneional tem-
platea. Does not show
mechine clearances re-
quired for operation or
service. Increffied draft-
ingtime. Costs more than
two dimensional tem-
plate.

Highct initial cmt than all
others.

Comparative Engineering Valrre, Cost, Advantages, r.lmltatlons and Disadvantages of Dlfferent $1res of
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